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Teacher Efficacy in 
Reading

Chun-yin Doris Chen
National Taiwan Normal University

I. INTRODUCTION
 People will be more inclined to take on a task if they 

believe they can succeed.
 People with high self efficacy in a task are likely to 

persist longer.
 People with a high self-efficacy are generally of the 

opinion that they are in control of their own lives. 

 What type of person are you?
 Teacher efficacy measures the extent to which teachers 

believe their efforts will have a positive effect on student 
achievement (Henson, 2001)

II. BUILDING TEACHER EFFICACY

Teacher efficacy influences …
 teaching
 student achievement

TEACHING & STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

 Teaching
 Are you a reflective teacher?
 Are you ready to try new techniques?
 Do you realize value of research and utilized it in 

practice?

 Student achievement
 Do your students have an ownership of learning?

III. BASIC CONCEPTS ABOUT READING

extensive reading vs. intensive reading
oral reading vs. silent reading
guided reading vs. independent reading 
 self-learning  pleasure reading
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IV. MATERIALS FOR READING
 The reading material must be the kind of material that 

students will need and want to be able to read. 
 Students must be reading for reasons that make sense 

and have relevance to them.

 Textbooks
 Picture books
 Readers

V. READING STRATEGIES

 guessing
 scanning
 skimming
 inferring
 prediction

VI. THE READING PROCESS
 Do you focus on the process of reading rather than on its 

product? 
 Do you develop your students' awareness of the reading 

strategies by asking them questions? 
 Do you encourage your students to read to learn by 

giving them some choice of reading material? 
 Do you show your students the strategies that will work 

best for the reading purpose?
 Do you explain how and why your students should use 

the strategies?  

 Do you ask your students to practice reading strategies in 
class ?

 Do you encourage your students to be conscious of what 
they're doing while they complete reading assignments?

 Do you build comprehension checks into in-class and 
out-of-class reading assignments?

 Do you periodically review how and when to use 
particular strategies? 

 Do you explicitly mention how a particular strategy can 
be used in a different type of reading task?

VII. THREE STAGES OF TEACHING 
READING

Pre-reading Stage
 set a purpose or decide in advance what to read for 
 decide if more linguistic or background knowledge is needed 
 determine whether to enter the text from the top down or from 

the bottom up
 use visual aids or body language to motivate students
 provide guided questions
 elicit simple answers

While-reading Stage
 ask open-ended questions 
 verify predictions and check for inaccurate guesses 
 guide students with different strategies
 decide what is and is not important to understand 
 explain key words and patterns
 reread to check comprehension 
 reinforce main ideas with activities
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Story Map Story Pyramid

1. _________ 
2. _____________ 

3. _________________ 
4. _____________________ 

5. _________________________ 
6. _____________________________ 

7. _________________________________ 
8. _____________________________________

Post-reading Stage
 evaluate comprehension in a particular task or area 
 evaluate overall progress in reading and in particular types 

of reading tasks 
 decide if the strategies used were appropriate for the 

purpose and for the task 
 modify strategies if necessary
 provide personal experiences for discussion
 challenge different tasks

VIII. THE ROLE OF THE TEACHER

The teacher as controller
The teacher as assessor
The teacher as organizer
The teacher as designer
The teacher as prompter
The teacher as participant
The teacher as tutor
The teacher as investigator

IX. POSSIBLE PROJECTS FOR 
READING

 Reading Circle
 Reading Train
 Story Map
 Reader’s Theater
 Reading Log

READING LOG

Date Title of the Book What do I like 
most?

Feedback
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5B’s
 Be observant
 Be confident
 Be reflective
 Be innovative
 Be courageous

X. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The End
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language patterns

However ,
Consolidate old language knowledge
Develop speeded lexical access and reading fluency
Exercise old language knowledge in new contexts
Learn new language knowledge through textual scaffolding

Textual scaffolding
/ (repetitive and predictable stories)

Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See?
Have you seen my cat?

(cumulative stories)
There Was an Old Woman Who Swallowed a Fly
The Napping House

stories with familiar sequences)
Five Little Monkeys Jumping on the Bed
Three Little Pigs

(Books That Invite Talk)
The Giving Tree
Not my Fault

EFL/ESL

A circle
A red circle
A red pig
An angry red pig
The red pig was angry because his food was stolen.

A triangle
A yellow triangle
A happy yellow fox
The yellow fox was happy because it was a nice day.

--
Stars, colors and feelings
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I like the red flower.
I like the green leave.
I like the yellow duck
I like the colorful world. What do you like?

My brother feels sad when he
My brother feels happy when he
My brother feels excited when he
I want my brother to be always happy.

Jimmy gets up early. He is not happy.
(interpersed with descriptions of the house)
He eats He is not happy.
He drinks He is not happy.
He has as his breakfast.
Now he is happy. He goes to school happily.

Mom plays piano.
Dad plays trumpet.
Jane plays harmonica
Let s enjoy the music.

There was a lonely witch. Nobody dared to play with her
A thief broke into her house and was turned into a dog by the
witch. To her surprise, the dog wanted to play with her and be
friends with her.

Can you give something to eat?
I wish I could, but I am hungry
(Finally, a monkey) Sure, here you go.
They become good friends forever.
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They are all have a cold.
There was a river block their way.
He wants to get a good grades.
The ghost are chatting.
He has never saw an ugly duckling.
This is a good book that talking about
There are lot s of people.
The boy is very scare.
That is a animal.
The all (both) got lost.
They had no idea how long did they sleep.

They pay a visit in Taiwan. They finally arrived Taiwan.
I realized that how much I loved my pet.
After few days

drove the car in the lake (to the lake?)
He took the time machine go back to his childhood.
It like a toy town.
Every toys was alive.
I don t know what happening to me.
They play together everyday.
He can only calms himself down.
I can t figure out.
I don t like others get near it.
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She didn t went up the chimney.
It s because the food.
It s your turn tell them all about it.

Mechanics
When John brother got home,he turned on the TV.
The monster is big fat and tall.
Mom said, Don t cry.

don t cry! . said mom.
That is not my cat. said the little boy.

Idiomatic expression
The firefighters work hard to protect people s security.
On the other hand,
My classmates used a ball to hit my head
We wait to take in our turn
She happened something in school

How many snails do you see?
I see one snail sailing in the pail.

How many bees do you see?
I see three bees sleeping in the tree.

How many snakes do you see?
I see eight snakes playing in the lake.

Little Jay is a bluejay born in May
Her mom makes her a nest of clay
Upon the clay she makes some hay
She plays with her pals every day
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Taipei Municipal Nan-Hu Elementary School

-

Taipei Municipal Nan-Hu Elementary School
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There are many bad people and 
they want to take money away from good people.

Some times bad people will hit us or even kill us! 
We must not let bad people harm us .

If we see bad people we can call each other for help. 
We may run to somewhere with a lot of people. 
We can also call policeman to catch bad people put them in jail 
so they can no longer do bad things.

I wish all bad people are gone and we can live safer live.

| |
Good try!!!Keep it up! 

ANTI BADPEOPLE 18:7

508
50

Taipei Municipal Nan-Hu Elementary School

-

1. pond, frog, 
water, rock, leaf
2.

1. frog, tadpole, 
amphibian, breathe ,toad, hatch, 
croak,webbed feet, poison, enemy
2.

1. ground, 
carrot, potato, onion, peanut
2.

1. sky, star, princess, 
crown, soccer, earth, sun, moon, eclipse, big 
dipper, spoon, north
2.

1. bug, ladybug, 
butterfly, cricket, spider, ant, firefly, 
beetle
2.

1. monarch, butterfly, 
garden, rainforest, desert, insect,caterpillar, 
pad, shell, change, tongue, flower, 
moth ,south, north
2.

2

Rainbow English Rainbow English Rainbow English

Phonics Plus Phonics Plus Phonics Plus 

sight words

In The Pond
Under The Ground

Busy Bugs
Frogs

Stars
Butterflies

Taipei Municipal Nan-Hu Elementary School

Taiwan Tone Phonics Plus 

-

Phonics

Taipei Municipal Nan-Hu Elementary School

-

NEST

1.
2.

3.
4.

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

/ /

/ /

/

Taipei Municipal Nan-Hu Elementary School

-
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Taipei Municipal Nan-Hu Elementary School

1
2/27 Christmas & Chinese New Year

9
4/23 Cook a Taiwanese Snack

2.  3/5 Introduce yourself and our 
school

10
4/30 Introduce Taiwanese Snacks

3
3/12 International Etiquettes 

11
5/7

?
How to write informal and formal 

letters?

4
3/19 Introduce the community

12
5/14

Making a British dish and 
Experiencing British culture

5
3/26 Introducing 

13
5/21 Field trip 

6
4/2 Easter Festival, gifts from 

British friends

14
5/28 Introducing Dragon boat festival

7
4/9 Dance and 

15
6/4 Russian Music and Culture

8
4/16 News that I care.

16
6/11 Mandarin Class 

-
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America
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Taipei Municipal Nan-Hu Elementary School
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) A Day(
)

92 “2003
”

7 Days In A Week 
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-

Taipei Municipal Nan-Hu Elementary School
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Strategies for 
Teaching Reading

&

2

Getting ready to read
Phonemic Awareness

Important factor in success in learning to 
read.

Rhyming activities for initiating phonemic 
awareness. Concept of onset and rimes 
Learn to manipulate onsets and rimes. 

3

Sight words (also known as instant words)

What are sight words? Why teaching them?
Dolch word list (about 200) 

http://www.quiz-tree.com/sight-words-list-PrePrimer.html

http://www.quiz-tree.com/Sight-Words_Pre-
Primer_1_funWords.html

http://www.msrossbec.com/sightwords.shtml

4

5

Sources

Textbook 
Conventional story books
Projectable books
Leveled readers
Decodable books
Websites 

6

http://www.readinga-z.com/index.php
http://www.kizclub.com
http://www.starfall.com/
http://pbskids.org/
http://atv.disney.go.com/playhouse/stories/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/
…
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7

Judging book difficulty

No mistakes in 20 words 
Independence reading level

(Good for silent reading practice and recreational reading.)

About one mistake in 20 words
Instructional level

(Good for reading with teacher’s or friend’s help.)

Two or more mistakes in 20 words
Frustration level

(Don’t use. Get an easier book.)            
(From Dr. Fry’s How to Teach Reading TCM, Inc.)

8

Early Emergent Readers

Aspiring readers are just beginning to grasp the 
basic concepts of book and print. They are 
acquiring a command of the alphabet with the 
ability to recognize and name upper and 
lowercase letters. They are beginning to learn 
sound/symbol relationships--starting with 
consonants and short vowels--and are able to 
read CVC words, as well as a number of high-
frequency words.

9

Early Emergent Readers 

Books at this level have:

10

Emergent Readers 

Readers at this stage have developed an 
understanding of the alphabet, phonological 
awareness, and early phonics. They have 
command of a significant number of high-
frequency words.
Emergent readers are developing a much better 
grasp of comprehension strategies and word-
attack skills. They can recognize different types 
of text, particularly fiction and nonfiction, and 
recognize that reading has a variety of 
purposes.

11

Emergent Readers

Books at this stage have:

12

Early Fluent Readers 

At this stage, reading is more automatic, with 
more energy devoted to comprehension than 
word attack. Readers are approaching 
independence in comprehending text.
These readers are experiencing a greater 
variety of text and are able to recognize different 
styles and genres. Independence often varies 
with the type of text being read.
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Early Fluent Readers 

Books at this stage have:

14

Fluent Readers 

Readers have successfully moved from “learning 
to read” to “reading to learn.” Their reading is 
automatic and is done with expression and proper 
pauses. Their energy is devoted to understanding, 
and they have good command and use of the 
various comprehension strategies.
These readers read a wide range of text types and 
do so independently. They will continue to refine 
and develop their reading skills as they encounter 
more difficult reading materials. But for the most 
part, they are capable of improving their reading 
skills and selection of materials independently 
through increased practice.

15

Fluent Readers 

Books at this stage have:

From: http://www.readinga-z.com/index.php 16

How to teach EFL reading

Pre-reading

Make Predictions

Introduce Vocabulary

First Reading

Re-Reading

Final Thoughts

17 18

Be prepared!! 

Familiarize yourself physically with the book.
Read the story several times until you feel at 
ease and confident. 
Decide where you will break up the story.
Decide when you wish to pause in the story to 
invite your students to join in. 
Plan what you’re going to say about the 
illustration.
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19

Time for good stories!
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 We share, so shall we learn!

Session I:  1:

2:

1:

( A ) : , Smile 1  (
, Macmillan )--- Games Bank, Book 1

<Alphabet and sounds> 
1.

2.
3. S
4. T S
5. ( )

6.

<Vocabulary Games >
1.
2.
3.
4. A -B -C Chain game 
(a lion; a lion and a tiger; a lion, a tiger, and a rabbit) 

, a yellow lion; an orange tiger; a white rabbit. 
5.
6. A A

A
7.
8.
9.

10.
11. Number 1, Is it a plane?  S Yes/ No, 
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12. A B What is it?  B B
C

( B ) --- , . What’s missing, Bingo 
( C ) Square Game---
( D ) , , --- , , TPR 
( E ) 

Leah’s EFL Word Games Collection              2:
                                          leah816@giga.net.tw 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Lower-middle grades 

1. Write circle erase (writing+ listening)

1) Divide class into few groups and stay in lines.

2) Teacher may ask the first person “WRITE ‘Monday’”

or “Circle the word ’hamburger’”

or “Erase the word ‘July’.”

2. Alphabets/letter sound(phonics)/vocabulary Bingo ( listening+ speaking)

3. : He/she (speaking)

4. (Mr. bomb) / (speaking)

. ”bomb”.

Bomb/shark “Oh, No.”. .

5. Musical chair (listening/ speaking)

Game 1) 1 2 .

exp: Beatles: Hello & Goodbye

Game 2) Lunch Time:

, 1 ,

“It”: “May I help you?”

“Yes, I’d like to have a hamburger.” hamburger” .

“May I help you?”

It . : “Lunch time!”

. “It”.

Optional themes: “What are you doing?” “Mommy is back!”

Where are you from? Go abroad!

6. Musical walk: walk around vocab cards inmusic, say it when music stops (speaking)
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7. Card game: (Heart attack) themes: 1~20, days of the week, months. (speaking)

8. Matching game (take away same pictures/words) (reading)

9. Swap : (listening+ speaking)

Grade 4 6

1. Unscramble: “desk” ~ “kdse” (writing)

2. Vocabulary Domino( ) (reading+ speaking+ writing)

3. Words on your back( ) (writing)

4. Grape vine/Telephone line( ) body parts, clothes, colors, numbers (Speaking)

5. Ordering Food/shopping for grocery: (speaking+ listening)

1) Put on board 2 sets of flashcards.

2) Student A & B from 2 teams, “May I take your order?”

3) Teacher, “Yes, I want an egg, a hamburger, an apple, and a bottle of milk, please.”

4) The first team takes off all the cards on board win

6. Twister body parts (listening)

1) .

2) “Put your right hand on word ‘library’.” “Put your left foot on ‘triangle’”

8. Treasure hunting vocabulary (reading)

9. Charades (speaking)

10. Spelling Rally (spelling)

Session II: Group share and everybody shares. 
Themes:

             Difficulties 
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Topic 
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Teaching Sentence Patterns

I. The Basics 

- What is a word? 
- Capital letters 
- Build a sentence (Spaces between words; Punctuation) 

II. Tips for teaching sentence patterns 

- Start from simple sentences 
   (I am a student; I like apples.) 
- Start from Be verbs 
- Change statement sentence to question sentence 
- Lots of practice through various activities 
- Practice within context 
- Focus on all four abilities L, S, R, W 

III. Activities

 Charade 
 Find your partner 
 Scrambled Sentences 
 Interview/Cross interview 
 Guessing Game (Is it a/an _______? Can it ________?) 
 Information Gap 
 Worksheets and other writing exercises. 
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Story Blender Results

pieces of 
works

15

whowhere howhow

when what
Components -

3S’s

Supplies

Students

Story lines

Process
Recruiting students

Preparing supplies

Conducting an orientation

Getting started

Wrapping up

Recruit Students

Consulting with 

homeroom teachers

Incentives

Free grouping

Making a mountain out of a molehill
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Supplies

A3 Drawing paper

Glue, sticky tape

Transparencies

Laminating film

Drawing / Painting Materials

Orientation

- Instruction

- Be specific

- No quitters

1. ? ?

2. ?

3. ?

4. ,

5.

6.

7. 10~30 , A4 , .

(970911)

creating
new stories

Story 
transfor-mations

Let’s get started!
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When Mom is Away2603

A Lost Star1602

No More Monsters for Me1602

Lazy Twins2602

Where is the Party?2602

Toy Town3601

Wan-wan Had a Dream3601

A Perfect Pet2606

An Adventure in the Cretaceous3605

F.J.K. The three musketeers3605

Magic Penguin3605

A Lonely Witch3605

La New and A. So3605

Wish2604

Superman2604

How can we change a story?

Sipe, L. (1993). Using transformations of traditional 
Stories: Making the reading-writing connection. 
The Reading Teacher, 47(1), 18-26.

Story transformations

storystory
picturespictures

storystory
picturespictures

Picking a book

Reading together

Drawing pictures

Creating a story according 
to the pictures

Pictures before stories Pictures before stories –
an example
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Stories before pictures -
Procedure

( S ) 

( S )

( S ) 

( S+T )

( S )

( T )

Stories before pictures –
An example

What the teacher should do

Monitoring progress

Providing assistance

Giving Encouragement

Maintaining discipline

Ways to assembly the book 

A3
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Wrapping up

Filling up forms

Scanning the books

Taking pictures

602

Can
you...? I can...

recycle
repetition

606
403

Wendy

Wendy
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That’s Respect!

Character Education in English Class
Respect 
Oneself

Respect
Others

Respect
Life

Respect
Nature

RESPECT

The philosophy of story design is shown as follows:

Interior and 
exterior

Narrative
Rhyme
Repetition
Direct 

Speech

Respect
Verbs
Adjectives
Describing    

personal 
qualities: I’m
nice.

Respect
oneself

Respect
others

Respect
life

Respect 
nature

SettingGenre and 
literary 
devices

LanguageMain topics/
themes/values

1.To improve students’ comprehension of the    
importance in respect and the true meanings of 
it

2. To develop students’ oral language skills

3. To foster students’ character of respect and           
self-esteem

4. To build students’ phonemic awareness

5.To help students learn the skills of how to 
learn such as classifying, brainstorming and 
concept-mapping
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WORKSHEET (1) 

Class: _________   Name: __________________    Number: _____ 

Classify: Read the story again and find the words with the following sounds: a, e, i_e 

a am 
     

e Ben 
     

i_e nice 
     

I think I am………. 

          Excellent       Good      Fair  

Parent’s Signature:                    
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2.

“ Children are the only future we have.    
Teach them well.”
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